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I am most pleased and
honored to write this
message for the second
edition of our ISSI-BJ APSCO Space Science
biennial School on
“Study Space Weather
Effects; From the Sun to
the Ground”.
When back in 2013 we discussed for the
first time the concept of the space science
school, my vision was to organize for young
space scientists and engineers a learning by
doing school, specially focused on analyzing
data from space. However, for the first
edition, organized with a perfect and solid
partner Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation
Organization
(APSCO), we decided to
have a school on “How to design a Space
Science Mission” based on lectures. Highlevel experts and well-recognized scientists,
engineers, and space managers gave the
lecturers. This was a highly successful school
that left us with unforgettable memories,
i.e., a master example of friendships and
professional networking coming from a
joint effort between different countries and
expertise. At the end of the school everyone,
students, lecturers, and organizers took the
lessons learned back home.
ISSI-BJ and APSCO understood very fast,
that it is time for the second edition of the
school to involve the students more actively,
learning by doing. So, this 2nd school is
first based on general lectures about Space
Weather, but the second and main part is
devoted to letting the students work hard
on Space Weather data guided by tutors.
The students will be divided in four groups
to analyze in parallel one well-observed
Space Weather event. Each group will
produce a report, and all group reports will
be merged and published after the school.
The school will finish with the presentations
of the groups’ results.
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Space Weather is a timely and excellent
research topic for students, since it
combines in one-event, observed from
the Sun to the Ground, different research
fields and topics. For completeness of
the overall study of these topics, the 2018
school is also co-organized with the EISCAT
Scientific Association. I strongly hope
that this school will build links between
the students, lecturers, and tutors from
different countries, where the students
may have the potential to become leaders
in the future, and collaborate with the sole
goal of benefiting the science. Let’s work
all together to the benefit of the students,
science, and to bring this school to a second
successful millstone.

FOREWORDS
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I would like to thank all the sponsors and
supporters, and send warmly thanks to
my very productive and efficient ISSIBJ staff: Lijuan En and Anna Yang, who
with dedication, professionalism, and
enthusiasm, contributed to organizing this
school. I would like to extend my thanks and
appreciation to APSCO and its SecretaryGeneral Li Xinjun, and specially to Ebrahimi
Seyedabadi Mohammad (Director General,
Department of Education and Training and
Database Management) and his assistant
Bai Yu, as well as EISCAT, Thomas Ulich
(Director), and to the China Remote Sensing
Satellite Ground Station (RADI, CAS) for
hosting this school.
Yours sincerely,
Maurizio Falanga

Executive Director
International Space Science Institute in
Beijing (ISSI-BJ)
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I am very much honored
to share my views with
you about the 2nd
Space Science School on
“Study Space Weather
Effects: from the Sun to
the Ground”.
Future
generation
development is one of
the key concerns among Member States
of APSCO. The Secretariat has therefore
initiated a series of programs including
science schools and space competitions for
addressing this concern. During and after the
1st Space Science School co-organized with
ISSI-BJ on “How to design a Space Science
Mission” in 2016, we received very positive
feedback from participating students and
young researchers from APSCO Member
States. This encouraged us to continue and
deepen our cooperation with ISSI-BJ in
order to make more benefits for the young
generation of space talents in Asia-Pacific
region; in January 2017 we renewed our
Memorandum of Understanding with ISSIBJ, first signed in July 2015, and made
agreement on organizing the second school
with the topic of space weather.
This cooperation has a high value for us as a
framework for bringing the space scientists
and engineers together, and creating an
opportunity for the Member States for
development of their own space science
programs. For this second school we also
have EISCAT as a co-organizer and sponsor
which is a very constructive addition based
on the school’s topic.
I am sure that this school will familiarize
the participants with different aspects of
space weather science, will provide them
with the tools to draw its applications and
will encourage them to embrace its unique
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challenges. I really hope that this school
goes beyond just scientific endeavors
and makes a strong connection between
the students from different countries and
regions and create new opportunities for
future cooperation on space science and
its applications. This year the school will be
hosted by RADI in Sanya, China which is a
perfect location to concentrate on science
and to pack beautiful memories.
I am also very delighted to see that with
the great efforts of ISSI-BJ and EISCAT a
high quality team of invited speakers, all
chosen among well-recognized scientists
and engineers have shown their interest
to speak at the school. I feel extremely
privileged by their participation. A team
of highly commendable mentors will also
join the school and guide the working
groups, which is a brilliant new feature of
the second school serving the purpose of
deeper engagement of the participants with
the real practice of tools and techniques of
the space weather studies.
At the end, I would like to thank ISSI-BJ and
EISCAT for their outstanding collaboration,
RADI for hosting the event and all the
sponsors and supporters of this school for
their kind backing.
With my best wishes,

Prof. Dr. Li Xinjun
Secretary-General
Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization
(APSCO)
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I am very happy to have
this opportunity to
share a few words about
the 2nd APSCO & ISSI-BJ
Space Science School
titled “Study Space
Weather Effects: from
the Sun to the Ground”.
When the EISCAT Scientific Association’s
incoherent scatter radars first became
operational in the early 1980s the study
of the near-Earth space environment,
or Geospace, represented an extremely
interesting scientific field with very many
difficult open questions. While this start was
already well into the ‘space age’, the sparsity
of relevant measurements meant that
much was left to be discovered. Over the
intervening years, the discipline has certainly
advanced significantly but our reliance on
the Geospace region for practical systems,
such as earth observation satellites, spacebased navigation systems (e.g. GPS), and
communication satellites, has more than
kept pace. Likewise, as some questions
were answered, many more cropped up to
take their places. As a result, and given the
many significant advances in both spacebased and ground-based instrumentation,
the Geospace environment

remains a vibrant and compelling region for
both scientific study and the development
of engineering systems.
Thanks in large part to the efforts of the
organizers, the participants of this school
can look forward to a compelling program
taught by leading experts in their fields.
They will also be presented with significant
opportunities for hands-on work with data
from top-notch international observatories.
The project presentations at the end of the
school will cap off what promises to be an
intense but exciting course.
Perhaps
even
more
importantly,
participants will be able to interact with
lecturers, tutors, and their fellow future
colleagues in the space sciences. In years
past, EISCAT Schools have initiated decadeslong collaborations amongst participants;
combining this school with APSCO and ISSIBJ will greatly enhance such opportunities.
I would like to thank the organizers,
lecturers, tutors/mentors and other support
staff in advance for what I am sure will
be a thoroughly engaging educational
opportunity for the students and staff alike.
Sincerely,

Craig Heinselman
Director
EISCAT Scientific Association
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International Space Science Institute - Beijing
The International Space Science
Institute in Beijing (ISSI-BJ) was
jointly established by the National
Space Science Center (NSSC) and
the International Space Science
Institute (ISSI) with the support
of the International Cooperation
Bureau and the Space Science
Strategic Project of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS). ISSIBJ is a close cooperation partner
of ISSI in Bern. The two institutes
share the same Scientific Program
Committee, the same study tools,
and other information of mutual
relevance and interest. However,
both use independent operational
methods and different funding
sources.
ISSI-BJ is a non-profit research
institute. Our main mission is to
contribute to the achievement
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of a deeper scientific and
technological
understanding
of future space missions as
well as of the scientific results
from current and past missions
through
multidisciplinary
research,
possibly
involving,
whenever felt appropriate, ground
based observations, modelling,
numerical
simulation
and
laboratory experiments, using the
same tools as ISSI, i.e. Forums,
International Teams, Workshops,
Working Groups or individual
Visiting Scientists.
The Program of ISSI-BJ covers a
widespread spectrum of space
science disciplines, including
astrophysics, solar and space
physics,
planetary
science,
astrobiology, microgravity science
and Earth observation from space.
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Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization
The Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation
Organization (APSCO) was formally
inaugurated in 2008 with the
objective of peaceful uses of space
by developing space applications,
exploiting space technology
and exploring space science for
promotion of sustainable socialeconomic development and
benefit of people in the Asia-Pacific
region.
APSCO actively and continuously
implements the collaborative
activities
following
the
organizational objectives and
incorporating the interests and
demands of all APSCO Member
States. APSCO developed its mid-tolong term strategic implementation
plan and implemented a number
of engineering and joint research
projects.
APSCO
regularly
conducted the degree education
and training programs, organized
international symposiums and
space law forums/workshops
periodically, which laid the solid
technical foundation of the future
development of the organization
and gathered rich experience
of multilateral cooperation for
resources sharing upon those
efforts.
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With accumulated knowledge
and experiences, APSCO is now
developing smoothly. In order to
bring the common prosperity in
the Asia-Pacific Region, APSCO
will focus on the integration of
current resources, infrastructures
and program results to establish
operational service networks such
as education, data sharing, groundbased space observation, space
technology application, disaster
monitoring, and even satellite
constellation and ground stations.
As an inter-governmental space
cooperation organization, APSCO
has already developed eight
full Member States namely
Bangladesh, China, Iran, Mongolia,
Pakistan, Peru, Thailand, Turkey,
one Signatory State Indonesia,
One Associate Member Egypt and
one Observer State Mexico. APSCO
is open to all the counties in AsiaPacific region and even countries
outside this region could join as
associate members. It does believe,
by pooling up the resources of
space activities, the more Member
States join APSCO family, the more
efficient use and share of the space
resources and greater benefits
may be achieved.
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EISCAT Scientific Association
EISCAT Scientific Association is a
non-profit scientific organisation
that operate four radar antenna
sites to enable research on
the ionosphere and the upper
atmosphere. Our radars are all
located above the Arctic Circle and
all radar sites work together, which
give scientist an unique reserarch
opportunity. EISCAT radars have
been used for different types of
studies and different phenomenas,
for example Space Weather, Space
Debris and the Aurora.

and extended and today comprise
world-class radars and a powerful
ionospheric heating facility.

EISCAT was established in 1975. We
are a scientific organisation that
conducts research on the lower,
middle and upper atmosphere and
ionosphere using the incoherent
scatter radar technique. This
technique is the most powerful
ground-based tool for these
research applications. The first
EISCAT system, the UHF incoherent
scatter radar, became operable in
1981. Since then, the facilities of
the EISCAT Scientific Association
have been continuously developed

There are ten incoherent scatter
radars in the world, and we
here at EISCAT operates three of
the highest-standard facilities.
These sites are located in the
Scandinavian sector, north of the
Arctic Circle. They consist of two
independent radar systems under
the auroral oval on the mainland,
together with another radar in the
north polar cap region on the island
of Spitzbergen in the Svalbard
archipelago.

EISCAT is also being used as a
coherent scatter radar for studying
instabilities in the ionosphere,
as well as for investigating
the structure and dynamics of
the middle atmosphere and
as a diagnostic instrument
in
ionospheric
modification
experiments with the Heating
facility.

SPONSORS
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Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
National Space Science Center (NSSC)
China Research Institute of Radiowave Propagation (CRIRP)
Sanya Institute of Remote Sensing (RADI)
International Space Science Institute (ISSI)
Committee on Space Research (COSPAR)
Embassy of Switzerland in China
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Context of the School
This is the second joint space
science school organized between
the Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation
Organization (APSCO) and the
International
Space
Science
Institute in Beijing (ISSI-BJ). The
2018 school is also co-organized
with
the
EISCAT
Scientific
Association (EISCAT).
It is intended to promote a biennial
School on space sciences for
Master’s and Ph.D. students, as
well as post-doctoral and early
career scientists or engineers. This
school will provide the participants

with the in-depth knowledge of
the science of Space Weather,
observational methods and its
relevance to applications from
the Sun to the ground. While there
are many different ground-based
measurements of space weather
and its effects, in this school we
will focus on the use of incoherent
scatter radars as operated by
EISCAT. The school will build links
between participants and between
teachers and participants in order
to facilitate future collaboration in
Space Weather.

Objectives of the School
The School will teach the students
to work on observational Space
Weather space and ground data,
theory and modelling. Ionosphere/
Incoherent Scatter Radars group
will be organized on the model
of an EISCAT school to give an
introduction to and a practice
of the ground-based facilities
(principally the incoherent scatter
radar systems) to observe and
study space-weather effects.
It will also introduce the
International
Meridian
Circle
© JAXA
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Project (IMCP), to which several
APSCO member states participate,
and the different generic categories
of instruments used to monitor
space weather from the ground.
The School will also facilitate
and initiate different discussions
in an international and multidisciplinary way; it will encourage
creativity and provide the contacts
for the participants to develop a
professional network. International
collaboration will also be an
important theme at the school.
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The school starts with two days
and a half of invited speakers giving
introductory lectures about various
elements of Space Weather. After
each lecture, there will be plenty of
time for questions and discussion.
The speakers are chosen among
experts
and
well-recognized
scientists and engineers with an
excellent reputation in teaching
and supervising participants.
The participants will be divided in
four groups to analyze in parallel
one well-observed extreme Space
Weather event. Each group will
have its own theme and agenda

`
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using actual observations, as well
as computer models. Each group
will produce a report, and all
group reports will be merged and
published after the school (see
below). The different groups will
be supported and guided by expert
tutors. At the end of each day, a
joint dinner is planned where the
students, teachers, tutors, and
organizers reflect on the day and
interact with each other on a more
social level. The school will finish
with the presentations of the
groups results to which feedback
will be given from the other groups,
as well as the teachers and tutors.

SCHOOL OUTLINE AND PROGRAM
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equipment
Wi-fi connection will be available
on the campus. However, all the
participants are required to
bring their own laptops in order
to have access to all necessary

experimental data, models, and
literature through the Internet The
tutors will provide/indicate the
data and models on-site to the
students.

Time and Place
This is a 10 days School
(Wednesday, October 10 - Friday,
October 19, 2018). The school will

take place at China Remote Sensing
Satellite Ground Station - RADI/CAS
- in Sanya, China.
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Publications and Website
The presentations given by the
different lecturers will be stored
electronically on the School
webpage and will be accessible to
the School participants.

After the School, this TAIKONG
publication will be provided to all
the School participants, sponsors,
and will be widely distributed to
the media.

The final report will be published
jointly with APSCO and EISCAT in
the TAIKONG ISSI-BJ magazine.

Full information about the School
is available at http://www.apsco.
int/2nd_space_science_school.

Students Working Groups
Working Group

Research Topics

Sun/ Heliosphere, see p. 16

Coronal mass ejections, Sun-Spot,
Solar-flare, ICME, Solar energetic
particles, Shock, Solar-wind
(Theory, Simulations, Observations
with data)

Impact and MagnetosphereIonosphere-Thermosphere Coupling,
see p. 20

Magnetosphere/Ionosphere/
Thermosphere, radiation belts,
current systems
(Theory, Simulations, Observations
with data)

Ionosphere / EISCAT Incoherent
Scatter Radars, see p. 22

Ionosphere – radar data examples,
Data analysis and fitting, Incoherent
scatter radar theory
(Theory, Simulations, Observations
with data)

Effects on Satellites and Ground-based Spacecraft charging, electronic upsets,
infrastructures, see p. 25
biological and soft matter systems,
electrical power grids, current systems
(Mitigation strategies )
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Wednesday, October 10
Subject
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Contributor

09:00 – 10:30

Registration

10:30 – 11:00

Welcome Speeches and introduction to the Maurizio Falanga,
school
Ebrahimi M.
Seyedabadi,
Craig Heinselman

11:00 – 12:30

The Sun: from nuclear fusion to Space Roger-Maurice
Weather
Bonnet

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

Solar eruptive activity as causes of space Karl-Ludwig Klein
weather

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00 – 17:30

Triggering mechanisms and various types of Peng-Fei Chen
waves associated with CMEs

18:00 – 18:20

Welcome Speeches by the Sponsors

SCHOOL OUTLINE AND PROGRAM
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Swiss Excellency in Education, Research Jonas Thürig
& Innovation and the Sino-Swiss Space
Collaboration
NSSC, RADI, CRIRP, ISSI, COSPAR
18:20

Group Photo & Welcome Reception sponsored by the Swiss Embassy

Thursday, October 11
Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 09:45

Space Weather: history and current status Ji Wu

09:45 – 10:45

Operational Space Weather Forecasting:
What’s the Difference between a
Prediction and a Forecast?

10:45 – 11:15

Coffee Break

Thomas Berger
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Thursday, October 11
Subject

Contributor

11:15 – 12:15

Machine Learning in Space Weather
Forecasting

Thomas Berger

12:15 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 14:30

Space Weather and the Science
Programme of ESA

Alvaro Giménez

14:30 – 15:15

Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections

Qiang Hu

15:15 – 15:45

Coffee Break

15:45 – 16:30

Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections

16:30 – 16:50

Coffee Break (shorter)

16:50 – 18:20

Ionospheric Physics and aurora

Qiang Hu
Anita Aikio

Friday, October 12
Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 10:00

Space Weather Impacts on the Ground
and the Atmosphere of the Earth

Karl-Ludwig Klein

10:00 – 10:30

Coffee Break

10:30 – 12:00

- Solar Energy Particle Events
- Particle Acceleration and Transport in
the inner heliosphere

12:00 – 13:30

Lunch

13:30 – 15:00

Introduction to Radar, history and
ionosonde (EISCAT)

15:00 – 18:00

Introduction and Start of the Group works

18:30

Social Dinner sponsored by ISSI-BJ and APSCO

Saturday, October 13

14

09:00 – 12:30

Group works

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:00

Visiting RADI

Gang Li

Ian McCrea
& Coffee Break
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Free time to visit the attractions of Sanya
Also: All RADI facilities are available for the group works

Sunday, October 14
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Free time to visit the attractions of Sanya
Free shuttle to the city center available for the participants. The shuttle will leave
at 9:00am from the RADI hotel and 9:10am from the Tang Hotel, it will take you
back to the hotel at 8:00pm from where you got off.
Also: All RADI facilities are available for the group works

Monday, October 15 - Thursday, October 18
09:00 – 12:30

Group works, Coffee Break available at any time

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 –

Group works, Coffee Break available at any time

Friday, October 19
Chair: Chi Wang, DG of the NSSC, Beijing, CN
09:00 – 10:00

WG1 Presentation

10:00 – 11:00

WG2 Presentation

11:00 – 11:30

Coffee Break

11:30 – 12:30

WG3 Presentation

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:00

WG4 Presentation

15:00 – 15:30

Final remarks
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Students Working Groups Outlines
Sun/Heliosphere working group
Outline
The Sun is the major driver of the
space weather in the heliosphere.
The most dramatic and dangerous
phenomena of the space weather
sporadically generated by the
Sun are solar flares, coronal mass

ejections (CME) and solar energetic
particles (SEP) called also as solar
cosmic rays (SCR). The working
group “Sun/Heliosphere” will focus
on investigation of the sources of
these severe phenomena.

Main topics
a. Magnetic field dynamics in active
regions (AR) and flare/eruption
trigger;
b. Flare energy release, particle
acceleration in AR, electromagnetic
emissions (EM);

c. Formation and propagation of
CMEs and shocks in the corona and
interplanetary medium (IPM);
d. Acceleration of particles on
shocks and their transport in IPM;
e. MHD modeling with MPI-AMRVAC.

Students will be divided into 5 relevant subgroups. Each will have its own tutor(s)
(see the table below).
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Name

Affiliation

email

Topic Data/Models

Zheyi
Ding

China
240241600@
University of qq.com
Geosciences,
China

Huidong
Hu

NSSC CAS,
China

huhd@
c
spaceweather.ac.cn

Remote CME obs.:
SOHO, STEREO, SDO
In-situ meas. With:
SOHO, STEREO, Wind

Qiang Hu

UAH, USA

qh0001@uah.edu

In situ measurements
& analysis

d

c

SCR modeling with:
iPATH
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Name

Affiliation

email

Topic Data/Models

Rui Liu

USTC

rliu@ustc.edu.cn

a

AR obs. with: SDO
PFSS extrapolation

Gang Li

UAH, USA

gangli.uah@gmail.
com

c-d

SCR modeling with:
iPATH

Rui Wang NSSC CAS,
China

rwang@
a
spaceweather.ac.cn

AR obs. with: SDO
NLFFF extrapolation

Ivan
Zimovets
(coord.)

ISSI-BJ,
NSSC CAS,
IKI RAS,
China,
Moscow

ivanzim@iki.rssi.ru

b

Flare obs. with:
GOES, RHESSI,
INTEGRAL, Fermi,
SDO,
RSTN, Callisto

Yuhao
Zhou

SASS NJU

yuhaozhou1991@
gmail.com

e

MHD modeling with:
MPI-AMRVAC
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Table 1. Group 1 Tutors

Since the practice is the best
teacher, the training will be based
mainly on careful analysis of a
few recent famous space weather
events of September 2017: 4, 6
and 10. Their main characteristics
are given in the following table 2.
Although these events, apparently,
had the same solar source, namely
NOAA AR 12673, they had different
characteristics
and
features.

The main tasks of the group will
be a comparative analysis of
these events, establishing their
similarities and differences, and
ascertaining possible reasons for
similar/different behavior of these
events. Interested students will
also get acquainted with MHD
codes MPI-AMRVAC actively used
for modeling physical processes in
the solar atmosphere.

Event

Position

AR

Flare

CME

Topic SEP

4 September
2017

Disk,
S10W14

12673

M5.5?

Yes, 2?

a-d

Yes

6 September
2017

Disk,
S08W33

12673

X9.3

Yes

a-d

Yes

10 September
2017

Limb,
S091W91

12673

X8.2

Yes

b-d

Yes, GLE

Table 2. Solar-heliospheric space weather events selected for analysis
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The following table shows
experimental data which are
planned to be used for the
analysis to cover our group’s main

Topic X-ray

EUV

a

SDO

b

RHESSI
GOES
FERMI
INTEGRAL

c

topics. Necessary data sets will
be provided by the tutors during
the School, if there will be no fast
internet access.

Radio

Optical

Solar
Wind

SEP

SDO

SDO
SDO

RSTN
Callisto

SDO

SDO
STEREO

Wind
STEREO

SOHO
STEREO

d

Wind
ACE
GOES
STEREO
Wind
ACE

Table 3. Experimental data for analysis

The list of tools/models planned to be trained for the data analysis and modelling:
•

•

•

•

18

SolarSoft Ware (SSW) libraries of programs written
on IDL for processing data of
various space and groundbased instruments;
Potential
Field
Source
Surface (PFSS) – GUI tool
(within SSW) to reconstruct
potential magnetic field in the
corona;
Nonlinear force free field
(NLFFF) – an approximation
to reconstruct magnetic field
in ARs;
Object Spectral Executive

•

•

(OSPEX) - an object-oriented
interface for X-ray spectral
analysis of solar data;
2D
improved
Particle
Acceleration and Transport
in the Heliosphere (iPATH)
– the model to study particle
acceleration and transport at
a CME-driven shock;
MPI-AMRVAC is a parallel
adaptive mesh refinement
framework aimed at solving
hyperbolic partial differential
equations by a number of
different numerical schemes.

•

GUI package (run in Matlab) for
the so-called Grad-Shafranov
reconstruction to analyze
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the in-situ observations of
magnetic clouds/flux ropes.

Computer/Software requirements
It is highly desirable that students
bring their laptops with preinstalled SSW, IDL(7.0+) and/or
Matlab. The preferred system is

Linux (a Linux system is particularly
required to run MPI-AMRVAC), while
Windows is also possible.

SCHOOL OUTLINE AND PROGRAM
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Recommended literature:
Although the basics of the space
weather will be given at the
lectures preceding the group work,
and the tutors will prompt how
to analyze the data and do the

modeling, students are encouraged
to familiarize themselves with the
following literature and internet
resources related to our group
topics before the School:

September 2017 space weather events https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/toc/10.1002/(ISSN)1542-7390.SWSEPT2017
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/aad86c/pdf
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/aad77b/pdf
SSW - https://www.lmsal.com/solarsoft/
OSPEX - http://sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/~tohban/wiki/index.php/Spectroscopy_-_
OSPEX_User_Guide
iPATH - https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aaabc1
https://doi.org/10.1002/2017JA024077
MPI-AMRVAC - http://amrvac.org/
SDO - https://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/
RHESSI - https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/rhessi3/
SOHO - https://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/ https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/
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STEREO - https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-007-9277-0
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-008-9341-4
Wind - https://wind.nasa.gov/
ACE - http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/
GOES - https://www.nasa.gov/content/goes

Impact and Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere Coupling working
group
Tutors

Name

Affiliation

Email

Yaqi Jin

University of Oslo, Norway

yaqi.jin@fys.uio.no

Jianjun Liu

Polar Research Insitute of
China, China

liujianjun@pric.org.cn

Qinghe Zhang

Shandong University, China

zhangqinghe@sdu.
edu.cn

Yuzhang Ma (assistant)

Shandong University, China

myz0103@sina.com

Lingxin Zhao (assistant) Shandong University, China

732182258@qq.com

Table 4. Group 2 Tutors

Groups
The students will be divided into the following groups:

Group

Task

Group 1

using data from GPS TEC/DMSP satellites/SuperDARN radars,
looking for polar cap patches and particle precipitation

Group 2

using data from ground-based and space-based auroral
measurement and SuperDARN radars to study the auroral dynamics
Table 5. Group 2 Student Groups
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Event list
Event 1: 2013.03.17
Event 2: 2015.03.17 (St. Patrick Day storm, there is a JGR special issues on the two
storms, where there are dozens of articles)
Event 3: 2011.09.26 (A CME arrived and the polar ionosphere responded)
Event 4: 2017.09.10 (a recent major geomagnetic storm)

SCHOOL OUTLINE AND PROGRAM
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Event 5: 2006.02.05 (Polar cap auroral arcs)

Recommended literature:
1.

Foster, J. C., et al. (2005), Multiradar observations of the polar tongue of
ionization, J. Geophys. Res., 110, A09S31, doi:10.1029/2004JA010928.

2.

Kamide, Y., and K. Kusano (2015), No Major Solar Flares but the Largest
Geomagnetic Storm in the Present Solar Cycle, Space Weather, 13, 365–367,
doi:10.1002/2015SW001213.

3.

Liu, J.,W.Wang, A. Burns, X. Yue, S. Zhang, Y. Zhang, and C. Huang (2016), Profiles
of ionospheric storm-enhanced density during the 17 March 2015 great storm,
J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 121, 727–744, doi:10.1002/2015JA021832.

4.

Xing, Z., Zhang, Q., Han, D., Zhang, Y., Sato, N., Zhang, S., et al. (2018).
Conjugate observations of the evolution of polar cap arcs in both hemispheres.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics, 123, 1794–1805. https://doi.
org/10.1002/2017JA024272

5.

Zhang, S.-R., Y. Zhang, W. Wang, and O. P. Verkhoglyadova (2017), Geospace
system responses to the St. Patrick’s Day storms in 2013 and 2015, J. Geophys.
Res. Space Physics, 122, 6901–6906, doi:10.1002/2017JA024232.

6.

Zhang, Q. -H., et al. (2013b), Direct observations of the evolution of polar cap
ionization patches, Science, 339, 1597–1600, doi:10.1126/science.1231487.
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EISCAT Working Group
Tutors

Name

Affiliation

Email

Antti Kero

Sodankylä Geophysical
Observatory, Sodankylä, Finland

antti.kero@sgo.fi

Jia Jia

Sodankylä Geophysical
Observatory, Sodankylä, Finland

jia.jia@sgo.fi

Craig Heinselman

EISCAT Scientific Association,
Kiruna, Sweden

craig.heinselman@
eiscat.se

Zonghua Ding

China Research Institute for
Radiowave Propagation, CRIRP

zhdingmou@163.com

Jian Wu

China Research Institute for
Radiowave Propagation, CRIRP

wu.jian@139.com

Anders Tjulin

EISCAT Scientific Association,
Kiruna, Sweden

anders.tjulin@eiscat.se

Carl-Fredrik Enell

EISCAT Scientific Association,
Kiruna, Sweden

carl-fredrik.enell@
eiscat.se

Table 6. Group 3 Tutors

Program

Friday, October 12
Subject

Contributor

16:00 - 16:45

EISCAT and EISCAT_3D

Craig Heinselman

16:45 - 17:30

Chinese EISCAT Activities

Ding Zonghua

Saturday, October 13

22

Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 10:30

Incoherent Scatter Radar Theory - Part 1

Anita Aikio

10:30 - 11:00

Coffee Break
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Saturday, October 13
Subject

Contributor

11:00 - 12:30

Incoherent Scatter Radar Theory - Part 2

Ian McCrea

12:30 - 14:00

Lunch

14:00

Visit to RADI

Sunday, October 14

SCHOOL OUTLINE AND PROGRAM
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Free time to visit the attractions of Sanya
Also: All RADI facilities are available for the group works

Monday, October 15
Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 10:30

Madrigal, incl group work

Carl-Fredrik Enell

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 11:45

Pulse Coding

Craig Heinselman

11:45 – 12:30

Experiment Design and Radar Hardware

Anders Tjulin

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

Experiment Analysis (GUISDAP)

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00

Group Work

Carl-Fredrik Enell

Tuesday, October 16
Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 10:00

Proposal of International Meridian Circle
Program

Jian Wu

10:00 – 10:30

Incoherent Scatter Radars in the World

Craig Heinselman

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break
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Tuesday, October 16
Subject

Contributor

11:00 – 12:30

Phased Array Radars and EISCAT_3D

Craig Heinselman

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 15:30

Questions and Answers

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00

Group Work

ALL

Wednesday, October 17
Subject

Contributor

09:00 – 10:30

Active Ionospheric Modification (Heating)

Antti Kero

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:00 – 11:20

Monitoring the Polar Mesosphere Ozone:
from classroom experiments to scientific
study

Jia Jia

11:20 – 11:40

Energetic particle precipiation inversion
from the EISCAT electron density data

Antti Kero

11:40 – 12:00

Examples of Scientific Results from the
EISCAT Radars (short talk 3)

11:00 – 11:20

Examples of Scientific Results from the
EISCAT Radars (short talk 4)

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 14:45

Unravelling long-term behaviour in
historic geophysical data

14:45 – 15:30

Group Work

15:30 – 16:00

Coffee Break

16:00

Group Work

Jia Jia

Thursday, October 18
Subject
09:00

24

Group Work

Contributor
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Effects on Satellites and Ground-based Infrastructures Working Group
Tutors

Name

Affiliation

Email

Siqing Liu

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

liusq@nssc.ac.cn

Bingxian Luo

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

luobx@nssc.ac.cn

Xuejie Meng

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

xjmeng@nssc.ac.cn

Tianjiao Yuan

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

yuantianjiao@nssc.
ac.cn

Shanqiang Chen
(assistant)

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

chenshanqiang@nssc.
ac.cn

Yenan Zou
(assistant)

National Space Science Center
(CAS), Beijing, China

ynzou@nssc.ac.cn
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Table 7. Group 4 Tutors

Outline
The working group “Effects on
Satellites
and
Ground-based
infrastructures” will focus on
prediction of severe space weather
events, as well as analysis of
their effects on satellites (surface
charging, internal charging, single
particle event, etc) and groundbased infrastructures (e.g., GIC for
power grid). During extreme solar
event, three general types of space
weather often occur at different
times, and cause different types of
effects. Solar flare with enhanced
X-rays, EUV, & Radiowave reaches
the earth at the speed of light

(in about 8 minutes) and cause
environmental impacts over the
Earth’s Sunlit hemisphere. Solar
energetic particles (SEP) can reach
the Earth within tens of minutes to a
few hours after the strong flare. The
high energy protons can bombard
satellite and cause single event
upsets in satellite systems. They can
also be hazardous to an astronaut
engaged in extra-vehicular activity.
The CME composed of plasma may
arrive at the Earth 2 to 3 days after
a flare. It can cause geomagnetic
and ionospheric storm that may
last for a few hours to several days.
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They can radically change the
terrestrial environment, impacting
communications, satellite orbits,
and geolocation applications, etc.
During the Space Science School,
based on one well-observed
extreme Space Weather event (the
event of 4-10 September 2017),
students will be guided to practice
how to make timely, accurate, and
actionable operational forecasts
on different stages of the extreme
event (i.e. forecast of flare before
the solar eruption, forecast of
SEP after the flare, forecast of the
propagation of associated CME and
consequent terrestrial environment
disturbances. Students will be
provided observational data and

possible models to make their
forecast). Along with the progress
of the extreme event, students
will be guided to assess different
effects caused by different types
of space weather on satellites
and ground-based infrastructures
(environmental data and models
for space environment effect
calculation will be provided).
The students in this group will
be divided into two subgroups,
one concentrate on prediction
while the other concentrates on
effect assessment. At last the two
subgroups will join together to
discuss the mitigation strategies in
response to the extreme-event.

Recommended literature:
Students are encouraged to read
any books related to space weather
introduction, forecast and effects

description. If available for them,
the book below is especially
recommended.

Book: Understanding Space Weather and the Physics behind It, by Delores D. Knipp
Unit 2: Active Space Weather and Its Physics (focusing on CME propagation, SEP
generation, geomagnetic storm, radiation belt response, and upper atmosphere
disturbances.)
Unit 3: Impacts and Effects of Space Weather and Space Environment.

Computer/Software requirements
We will try to provide observational
data, forecast tools, as well as
other models or software that will
be used for the working group.

26

These materials can be accessed
remotely from our online servers,
or can be copied to the students’
own laptops.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Registration
Time:

Wednesday, October 10, 10:00 - 14:00

Fee:

Applicants under APSCO are fully supported. For all other
participants the registration fee is 350 USD or 2300 CNY,
which includes:
•
10 days of housing at the school,
•
meals, social dinner, coffee breaks,
•
transport from the airport to the school by van.
The payment of the fee will be done at arrival to the school at
the registration desk, in cash only.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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Venue
The school will be held in the China
Remote Sensing Satellite Ground
Station - RADI/CAS - in Sanya,
Hainan Province, China

Address
No. 6 Heitu VIllage, Tianya Town,
Sanya, Hainan Province, China
海南省三亚市天涯镇黑土村6号(
中科院三亚园区科研基地)
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Sanya Ground Station, RADI, CAS
The Sanya Remote Sensing Satellite
Ground Station of the Institute
of Remote Sensing and Digital
Earth (RADI), Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS), was put into use

in 2010. It is equipped with five
sets of 12-meter antenna systems.
Its reception mask covers the
South China Sea and neighbouring
countries in southeast Asia.
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VISA
If you are holding passport of
one of the 59 qualifying countries
and:
•
you are flying to Sanya with a
direct international flight, or
•
you are flying to Sanya with
an international flight and a
transfer in Hongkong or Macau
you can have a 30 days visa-free
entry to Sanya, Hainan.

However, please note that you have
to provide us in advance your:
•
scanned passport copy &
•
flight booking information
so that we can apply for the visafree entry for you.

You need a visa to enter Sanya,
Hainan if:
•
you are flying to Sanya, Hainan
with a Chinese domestic flight
•
you are flying to Sanya, Hainan
with an international flight but
with a transfer in China (not in
Hongkong and Macau)
•
you are flying to Sanya, Hainan
with a direct international
flight, or with a transfer in
Hongkong or Macau, but do
not hold a passport of one of
the 59 qualifying countries.

please send us the following
information as soon as possible:
•
place where you apply for visa:
•
surname:
•
given name:
•
title:
•
gender:
•
date of birth:
•
nationality:
•
passport no.:
•
arrival date and departure
date: (for hotel booking)
•
scan of your passport:
•
first time to China?
•
institute name:

We highly recommend to apply
for a tourist visa – the application
process is much faster and less
complicated. We will send you the
needed hotel booking confirmation
as soon as you send us your arrival
and departure dates.
If you want to apply for an F visa
and thus need an official invitation
letter and accommodation proof,

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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NOTE: Your passport should be
valid for at least three months in
order to apply for the visa-free
entry.

NOTE: Your passport should be
valid for at least six months in order
to apply for the visa.
You will then receive an invitation
letter, which you can use for your
visa application at your local
Chinese Embassy. It typically takes
4-5 working days to process the
visa.
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59 QUALIFYING COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE TO THE 30 DAYS VISA-FREE ENTRY TO
SANYA, HAINAN
Schengen Agreement Countries:
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany,
Greece,
Hungary,
Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway,
Poland,
Portugal,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland
Other European Countries:
Russia, the United Kingdom,
Ireland, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Romania,
Ukraine, Serbia, Croatia, BosniaHerzegovina,
Montenegro,

Macedonia (FYROM),
Belarus, Monaco

Albania,

American Countries:
the United States, Canada, Brazil,
Mexico, Argentina, Chile
Oceania Countries:
Australia, New Zealand
Asian Countries:
Korea, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand,
Kazakhstan,
the
Philippines, Indonesia, Brunei,
United Arab Emirates, Qatar

ELIGIBLE PORTS FOR HAINAN 30-DAY VISA-FREE ACCESS
All airports and ship ports in Hainan
are qualified ports of this 30 days
visa exemption.
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The closest airport in Sanya to
reach the School is the Sanya
Phoenix International Airport.
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Transportation
Sanya Institute of Remote Sensing,
RADI, CAS is located approximately
13 kilometers away from the Sanya
Phoenix International Airport
and 24 kilometers away from
Downtown Sanya (see Figure 1).

Besides, the venue is only 5
kilometers away from the Remotest
Corners of the Globe, one of the
most famous tourist attractions in
Hainan Province.
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FIgure 1. Sanya Phoenix International Airport to Sanya Institute of Remote Sensing
(Red Spot: Venue, Distance from the Airport: 13 km, Duration: 25 mins by car.)

There are 3 ways of transportation available from the airport to the venue.
By the Van (arranged by APSCO)
The organizers will pick you up
at the domestic or international
arrival exit of the airport and take
you to Sanya Institute of Remote
Sensing, RADI by a van. Look for the
sign of the Shool as shown below.
The pick up time depends on your
arrival time.

All the participants will be grouped
by their arrival time and date,
basing on the information provided
in the final registration form.
Everyone will receive an e-mail
with all the necessary information
before they travel to China.

PARTICIPANTS OF
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2.

By Taxi (additional)
Usually, it costs about 40 yuan to
get from the airport to the venue.
Note: We do not refund taxi fares.
Participants can take a taxi from
Sanya
Phoenix
International
Airport outside of Domestic
Terminal first floor Arrival Hall
Entrance 3 (Right side of Int’l Arrival
Area). The distance from the airport
to the venue is about 13 km and it
takes around 20 min without traffic.
The taxi fare depends on the driver.

3.

- Please take me to RADI, Sanya
Research Center, No. 6, Heitu
Village, Tianya Town. Thank you!
“请把我送到天涯镇黑土村6号三
亚中科院遥感所。谢谢！”

By Bus (additional)
There is no direct bus available
from the airport to the venue, a
transfer is necessary. The whole
journey by bus takes about 70 min.
First, you can take Line 8 or 27
from the airport bus stop to the
Sanya Bay New Town stop (三亚
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If you do not speak Mandarin, you
might want to use the following
text and show it to the taxi driver to
indicate where you want to go:

湾新城站). Then you should walk
360 meters to Phoenix Jingrun
Pearl Museum stop (凤凰京润珍
珠馆站) and there take Line 16 to
Budai Village stop (布带村站). After
getting off the bus, you have to
walk 520 meters and finally you can
arrive at the venue.
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Accommodation
The accommodation arrangements
will be made by the organizers.
Please make sure to send your
arrival/departure dates to us so
that we can book the hotel for you
on time.

Note that although the cost of the
accommodation is covered, all
other expenses in the hotel will
be deducted from your check-in
deposit.
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Hotel at the Campus
The hotel is located at the RADI campus.

The Tang Hotel Jinsha Sanya
Chinese name: 三亚金沙珺唐酒店
Phone: +86 898 3152 5888
The hotel is located outside of the

campus, about 30 mins by walk, or
7 mins by car.
Shuttle to the RADI campus
available every day at 8:30am.
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Meals
Breakfasts for the participants
staying at the RADI campus hotel,
as well as lunches and dinners for
all participants of the School will
be available at the RADI campus
canteen.

Breakfasts available from 7:30 to
8:30am, lunches as indicated in the
Program, dinners will be served
at 6:30pm. Breakfasts for those
staying at the Tang Hotel will be
served in the hotel’s restaurant.

Coffee Breaks
See Program to check the coffee

break times.

Useful information
Credit Cards: Credit and debit cards
can be used in ATMs displaying the
appropriate sign. Credit cards are
accepted in major shopping zones
and high level restaurants but keep
some cash handy just in case.

Drinking Water: Avoid drinking
tap water directly. Bottled water
and mineral water can be found
in convenience stores and drink
stalls. The price is 2-10 yuan RMB
per bottle.

Currency: Chinese Yuan Renminbi
(RMB)
(1 USD = approx. 6.6 RMB)
(1 EUR = approx. 7.8 RMB)

Electricity: 220 volts AC
Time: UTC/GMT +8 hours

Contact Persons
Ms. EN Lijuan
Assistant to Executive Director
International
Space
Science
Institute - Beijing
Mobile: +86 139 1139 7464
Email: enlijuan@issibj.ac.cn
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Ms. Anna YANG
PR and Editorial Manager
International
Space
Science
Institute - Beijing
Mobile: +86 185 1002 9307
Email: anna.yang@issibj.ac.cn
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LECTURERS AND LECTURES
Lecturers and Lectures
Anita Aikio

LECTURERS AND LECTURES
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University of Oulu, Finland (EISCAT)
Prof. Anita Aikio leads the Ionospheric Physics Research Unit at
University of Oulu, Finland.
Her research topics are solar wind-magnetosphere-ionospherethermosphere coupling, aurora, magnetospheric substorms, and
ionospheric electrodynamics. She is a member in the Council
of the EISCAT Scientific Association. She has been engaged in
projects related to ESA’s Cluster and Swarm satellite missions and
the international EISCAT incoherent scatter radars.
Lecture title:
Ionospheric Physics and aurora
Abstract:
The upper atmosphere of the Earth
is ionized and this region between
about 70 and 1000 km altitude
is called the ionosphere. The
ionosphere is formed because of
the ionizing EUV radiation from the
Sun, but additional ionization takes
place due to particle precipitation
from the magnetosphere and the
solar wind, and extra radiation
(EUV and X-rays) during solar
eruptive events. The properties of

the ionosphere depend on the 11yr solar cycle, magnetic local time
and latitude, and space weather
situation. The lecture describes the
basic properties and physics taking
place in the ionosphere, including
ionization, electric currents and
formation of aurora. Space weather
effects in the ionosphere in specific
in the form of substorms are
described.
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Thomas Berger
Space Weather Technology, Research, and Education Center, University of
Colorado at Boulder, USA
Dr. Thomas Berger is the founding director of the Space Weather
Technology, Research, and Education Center (SWx-TREC) at
the University of Colorado (CU) at Boulder. Prior to forming the
SWx-TREC with Profs. Jeff Thayer and Dan Baker, Dr. Berger was
the director of NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center. In this
role, he interacted with researchers, operational forecasters,
and government policy makers to guide national-level decisions
on space weather research, operations, and mitigation strategies. Dr. Berger’s
research interests are in the observation and analysis of solar magnetic structure,
particularly eruptive flux ropes and their associated prominence formations. He
is a Co-Investigator on the Japanese/US/UK Hinode mission which has produced
high-resolution observations of the solar atmosphere and magnetic field since
2006.
1st Lecture title:
Operational Space Weather Forecasting
Abstract:
The process of producing an
“operational” forecast, i.e. a
well-defined and robust product
that can be used to make critical
decisions, is quite distinct from the
process of scientific research that
may produce one or two successful
space weather event “predictions”.
In this lecture we review the
definition of operational forecasting
and outline the requirements for
transitioning research predictions
into actionable, reliable, and
timely operational forecasts. We
place particular emphasis on the
validation and verification process
and review the requirements for
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observations and data systems
that are used in operational
forecasting, including the issues
of redundancy and real-time
continuous data delivery. We
show examples of operational
forecasting products and the
supporting observations, models,
and tools required to produce the
forecasts and discuss metrics for
evaluating forecast accuracy such
as Skill Scores. After this lecture,
students should appreciate the
difference between research and
operations, understand the socalled
Research-to-Operations
(R2O) transition process, and

have an awareness of the need
for Operations-to-Research (O2R)
feedback in order to sustain a
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healthy interchange between the
scientific and operational space
weather communities.

2nd Lecture title:
Machine Learning Applications in Space Weather Prediction

LECTURERS AND LECTURES
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Abstract:
In this lecture we discuss the field
of “machine learning” as applied to
the problem of space weather event
prediction or characterization.
Machine learning is broadly
defined as the process of applying
statistical pattern recognition to
large datasets which can be used to
“train” the algorithms to improve
discrimination or characterization
via
iterative
parameter
optimization. A subset of machine
learning called Deep Learning (DL)
typically uses multi-layer “neural
networks” to deconstruct complex
images or time-series data into
simpler constituents that can
be systematically analyzed. DL
systems have shown astonishing
progress in the last few years in
object recognition in complex
image scenery, text and speech
recognition,
translation,
and
creation, and in complex decisionmaking tasks including defeating
the world champion in the game
of Go. In this lecture we will review

the basic concepts of machine
learning including supervised
and
unsupervised
learning,
implementing
train/validation/
test datasets, binary and multiclass
classification
problems
and issues such as training set
class imbalance, classical “first
generation” techniques including
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and Decision Trees (DT), as
well as DL structures such as
Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) and training procedures
such as reinforcement learning and
Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN). We will also review recent
applications of machine learning
and DL techniques to space
weather event prediction and
characterization with an emphasis
on the critical problem of predicting
solar eruptions (flares and CMEs).
Tools and techniques for creating
machine learning constructs in
the Python language will be briefly
introduced.
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Roger-Maurice Bonnet
International Space Science Institute (ISSI)
Prof. Bonnet was the executive director of the International Space
Science Institute (ISSI) in Bern, Switzerland from 2003 to 2012,
president of Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) from 2002 to
2010, and director of Space Science Programme of the European
Space Agency (ESA) from 1983 to 2002.
Lecture title:
The Sun: From Nuclear Fusion to Space Weather
Abstract:
All humans on Earth, without any
exception, are living at a distance
of only 8 light-minutes away from
the biggest Nuclear Factory of the
Solar System: The Sun! What is
the Sun? What is it made of and
how does its energy is transferred
in the heliosphere? The speech
will first provide answers to these
questions, describing how our
radioactive and magnetic star
determines the structure and the
dynamics of the Solar System and
of the heliosphere. It will describe

the methods and observation
tools, outlining in particular the
crucial role of space techniques
and probes. It will then explain
why it is more and more difficult
for our own civilization to live so
close to the Sun and explain the
sudden interest and importance of
what is called nowadays the Space
Weather, and how is it possible to
forecast its continuous activity
and its influence on our and other
planets and moons.

Peng-Fei Chen
Nanjing University, China
Dr. Peng-Fei Chen is a professor in Nanjing University. He got PhD
of astrophysics from Nanjing University in 1999, and then did his
postdoc in Kyoto University. His research interests include solar
flares, CMEs, waves, magnetic reconnection, and MHD numerical
simulations. Dr. Chen served as a member of the Steering
Committee of the Solar and Heliosphere Division of the IAU (2013-
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2015), and as the vice director of the Solar and Heliosphere Division of the Chinese
Astronomical Society. In addition, he is a scientific editor of the following journals:
Science China (2013-), Solar Physics (2017-2020) and Reviews of Modern Plasma
Physics (2017- ).
1st Lecture title:
Triggering mechanisms of CMEs
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Abstract:
As the largest-scale eruptive
phenomenon
in
the
solar
atmosphere,
coronal
mass
ejections (CMEs) are the main
driver of the hazardous space
weather. Each CME event involves
the ejection of magnetized plasma
of 1014-1016 g, traveling in the
interplanetary space with a speed
of tens to more than 3000 km s-1.

Understanding how CMEs are
triggered is the most vital issue in
space weather research, which also
helps for space weather forecast.
In this talk, I will introduce the
triggering mechanisms of CMEs
proposed so far, such as tether
cutting,
magnetic
breakout,
emerging flux, and other ideal MHD
instabilities.

2nd Lecture title:
Various types of waves associated with CMEs
Abstract:
It is well known that any small
perturbation would generate MHD
waves in plasmas, such as slowmode, fast-mode, and Alfven-mode
waves. It is conceivable that CMEs,
as the most powerful eruption
on the Sun, would produce
complicated waves, and even
shock waves. These waves open

a new window for us to diagnose
the physical parameters and
processes involved in CMEs. In this
talk, I will focus on Moreton waves
observed in the chromosphere and
EIT waves observed in the corona.
Both their observational features
and theoretical models will be
introduced in detail.
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Ian McCrea
Rutherford Appleton Lab, STFC, UK (EISCAT)
As Head of the Space Physics and Operations Division, Dr. McCrea
is responsible for multiple projects in space weather and space
science at the UK’s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. He has also
served as Chair of the EISCAT Council and UK MIST Council and
is a member of the NERC Peer Review College and NCAS Science
Strategy Board. Dr. McCrea has contributed to over 70 publications
in international refereed journals covering many areas of
radar-related geophysics research, in particular ionospheric energy deposition
processes, ion-neutral interactions, ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling and
plasma instabilities.
Lecture title:
History of Ionospheric Radars and Ionosondes
Abstract:
This talk will look how ionospheric
radar techniques have developed
since their beginnings in the early
twentieth century, leading to the
advanced facilities which we have
today. Firstly, we will look at some
of the fundamental principles
of radar and the early pioneers
whose discoveries made the
technique possible. We will then
look at the earliest realisations of
ionospheric probing in the form of
simple ionosondes and see how
these first revealed the structure
of the ionised upper atmosphere.
We will review the development
of early radar systems in the
years around the Second World
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War and show how they lead to
the realisation that it might be
possible to detect Thomson scatter
from the ionosphere. This will
lead us to a review of the earliest
incoherent scatter radars (some of
which are still in operation) whose
development has produced the
more modern incoherent scatter
systems with improvements in both
hardware and software. Finally,
will look at the new generation of
phased array incoherent scatter
radars and consider the plans for
the next set of even more powerful
facilities which will become
available in the coming decade.
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Álvaro Giménez
Spanish National Research Council, Madrid, Spain
Professor of Astrophysics at the Spanish National Council for
Scientific Research (CSIC) and former Director of Science of the
European Space Agency (ESA) where he worked for 17 years, also
as Head of the Space Science Department in Noordwijk (ESTEC)
and Science Policy Coordinator in the Director General Cabinet
in Paris. At the end of 2017, finishing his duties in ESA, he was
appointed Director General of the Fundación CSIC.
His research has been mainly focused on the gravitational interaction of close
binaries. He was Director of the Centro de Astrobiología (CAB) in Madrid and
involved in Mars projects. Moreover, as interacting binaries are behind a zoo of
stellar diversity that attracted his interest and made necessary to access spacebased instrumentation. A first step was the use of the IUE mission, in the ultraviolet,
and later as the Principal Investigator of an instrument in the Integral spacecraft
for gamma rays. At that time he was Director General of the National Institute for
Aerospace Technology (INTA), in Madrid, and also participated in the development
of the national spacecraft Minisat.
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Lecture title:
Space Weather and the Science Programme of ESA
Abstract:
Understanding the physics of
space environment has been an
objective of space science since
its very beginning. Nowadays
this knowledge allows for the
predictions underpinning space
weather services but scientific
research continues. The European
Space Agency is developing a space
situational awareness programe
actively involved in the space
weather domain but the Science

programme is very active in the
study of plasma physics. Examples
are
solar-terrestrial
physics
projects as well as missions around
other bodies of our solar system.
The achievements of the different
ESA spacecraft will be presented
together with the new projects and
particular attention will be given to
the cooperation with China in this
field.
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Qiang Hu
University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
Dr. Qiang Hu (aka “Dr. WHO”) obtained his PhD degree in
Engineering Sciences from Dartmouth College in 2001. He has
been working on space plasma environment studies, using
spacecraft observations for nearly two decades, specializing in
solar and heliospheric research. His recent research projects
include solar coronal magnetic field modeling and characterizing
interplanetary magnetic flux rope structures with scales ranging
from a few tens of an AU (i.e., corresponding to magnetic clouds embedded in
interplanetary coronal mass ejections) down to a few thousandths of an AU. He
joined the Space Science department at the University of Alabama in Huntsville
(UAH) in 2012, and now serves as an Associate Professor. He has lectured on space
weather related topics at public events and for a course designed for graduate and
advanced undergraduate students. Dr. Hu also regularly led a project work for the
annual Space Weather Summer Camp jointly held by UAH, German Space Agency
(DLR), and the South African Space Agency (SANSA).
Lecture title:
Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections: Their Origination and Configurations
Abstract:
The
interplanetary
coronal
mass ejections (ICMEs), as the
counterparts of coronal mass
ejections, are an important
type of solar transient events
that have significant impact on
Space Weather. In the first part
of the lecture, we will review the
basic structures and physical
processes
accompanying
an ICME. These include the
identification of ICMEs from insitu spacecraft measurements,
the preceding shock waves, and
various observational signatures
associated with the ICME complex.
In particular, emphasis will be put
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on the analysis of the magnetic
configuration of ICMEs, especially
those
with
well-organized
magnetic
field,
traditionally
known as magnetic clouds (MCs).
We will introduce the commonly
used magnetic flux rope model for
quantitatively characterizing the
magnetic configuration of MCs.
In the second part of the lecture,
we will focus on the description
and review of the applications
of the most advanced flux rope
model, based on in-situ spacecraft
data, the so-called Grad-Shafranov
(GS) reconstruction technique.

The GS method is capable of
deriving a cross section of a
magnetic flux rope, either with
cylindrical or toroidal geometry,
by using a single line of spacecraft
measurements. Such a magnetic
flux rope configuration is in
magnetohydrostatic equilibrium
that is non-force free in general
and the cross section is completely
two-dimensional, not limited to
any pre-defined shape. Typical
flux rope configurations with such
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nested flux surfaces will be shown
and the set of physical parameters
will be derived, including the
magnetic flux, helicity, and
electric current distributions,
etc. Toward the end, a demo of a
software package performing the
GS reconstruction in the Matlab
environment will be run, which
may lead to the subsequent project
work of analyzing a pre-selected
set of events or events of interest to
the individual users.
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Karl Ludwig Klein
Observatoire de Paris, LESIA & Observatoire de Meudon, Paris, France
Karl-Ludwig Klein received his PhD from the University of
Bonn (Germany) in 1984. Since 1987 he has been researcher at
Paris Observatory (France). He is scientific head of the Nançay
Radioheliograph and of the neutron monitors at Kerguelen Island
and Terre Adélie. He uses especially radio astronomical techniques
and ground-based detectors of energetic particles, together with
other multi-instrument diagnostics, to study flares, CMEs, the
origin and propagation of solar energetic particles, and space weather effects.
1st Lecture title:
Solar Eruptive Activity as Causes of Space Weather: Flares, CMEs, Energetic Particles
Abstract:
The picture of a total solar eclipse
shows the corona, a dilute gas
that surrounds the Sun. Its nonspherical shape tells us that other
forces than gravity shape this
gas. The forces are related to the
magnetic field of the Sun, rooted in
its outer convection zone. Coupling

between the plasma motions in the
convection zone and photosphere
with the magnetic field creates
variability
of
the
coronal
structures, including the storage
and violent dissipation of energy.
This is the origin of solar eruptive
activity, whose most prominent
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manifestations are flares and
coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
Solar energetic particle events
detected in space are associated
with both. In this lecture a basic
introduction is presented to the
nature of flares and CMEs, starting
with a qualitative description
of the magnetic structuring and
electrodynamic coupling of the
solar atmosphere. Flares and
the
radiative
manifestations
of
energetic
particles,
i.e.

bremsstrahlung, gyrosynchrotron
and collective plasma emission of
electrons, and nuclear gamma-ray
emission are briefly presented.
Observational
evidence
on
the energy release region in
flares is given, as well as a very
elementary introduction to particle
acceleration processes. Then CMEs,
their origin and their association
with shock waves are discussed,
and related particle acceleration
processes are briefly described.

2nd Lecture title:
Space Weather Impacts on the Ground and the Atmosphere of the Earth
Abstract:
Solar disturbances and the
ensuing reaction of the Earth’s
space environment create a series
of effects that can interfere with
human technology. The bestknown process is the induction
of electromotive forces in the
ionosphere and the crust of the
Earth by changing magnetic fields
in the course of geomagnetic
storms. These interfere with power
transmission at high magnetic
latitudes, which may lead to severe
interruptions of services in case of
particularly strong storms. Other
effects include the modification
of the electron content of the
ionosphere by enhanced solar
X-EUV emission or by solar energetic
particles. The most energetic solar
particles may penetrate into the
high polar atmosphere and create
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cascades of secondary particles,
including
protons,
neutrons,
and electrons. These may lead
to a transient modification of
the atmosphere and generate
supplementary radiation doses
at aircraft altitude. Although they
are not energetic by themselves,
radio waves from solar bursts may
on occasion interfere with GNSS
services, through a decrease of the
carrier signal-to-noise ratio, and
with air traffic control radar. This
lecture intends to give an overview
of the relevant phenomena and
processes. A central problem that
has to be solved is the assessment
and quantification of extreme
events that would allow a realistic
assessment of the risk to human
activities.
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Gang Li
University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
Dr. Gang Li is a Principle Research Scientist at CSPAR and Assistant
Professor of Physics in the Physics Department of University of
Alabama in Huntsville. Before joining CSPAR, Dr. Gang Li was an
Assistant Research Physicist at Space Sciences Lab, University of
California at Berkeley.
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Since joining CSPAR, Dr. Li has won several NASA and NSF awards
and grants. He received the National Science Foudation (NSF)
Early Career award in 2009 and is the recipient of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics (IUPAP) Young Scientist Award in 2009. In 2010, he received the
ORAU Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement Award and the Chinese oversea
Young Scientist Award.
Starting from December 2010, Dr. Li serves in the NASA 2011 TR&T Science
Committee.
Lecture title:
Solar Energy Particle Events and Particle Acceleration and Transport in the Inner
Heliosphere
Abstract:
Gradual Solar Energetic Particle
(SEP) events are considered to be
the No.1 space weather hazard.
These events often occur with
large solar flares and fast coronal
mass ejections (CMEs). Protons and
heavy ions can be accelerated to
over GeV/nucleon in these events.
It is now largely accepted that
in gradual events particles are
accelerated at CME-driven shocks
via the diffusive shock acceleration
mechanism. Once accelerated
at the shock, energetic particles
escape upstream and propagate
along interplanetary magnetic
field.

This propagation of energetic
particles in the solar wind is closely
relates to the turbulent electric field
and magnetic field of the solar wind
through particle-wave interaction;
and due to this propagation, many
distinct features of the acceleration
process are smeared out.
A correct interpretation of SEP
observations therefore requires
a thorough understanding of the
solar wind turbulence. Conversely,
one can deduce properties of
the solar wind turbulence from
energetic particle observations.
In these lectures I will briefly
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review some of the current
state of knowledge of particle
acceleration and transport in the
inner heliosphere and discuss a
few topics which may bear the key
features to further understand SEP
observations. I will also introduce
the iPATH (improved
Particle
Acceleration and Transport in the
Heliosphere) model which contains

three modules that address the
topics we will discuss: 1) the
simulation of background solar
wind and the initiation of the CME;
2) the acceleration of particles at
the CME-driven Shock; and 3) the
transport of particles upstream of
the shock. Students attending the
school will be instructed to use the
model to study specific SEP events.

Chi Wang
National Space Science Center (NSSC, CAS), China
Prof. Chi Wang serves as a Director General of NSSC, CAS. He
graduated from the Department of Earth and Space Sciences,
University of Science and Technology of China with excellence.
Obtained MS in Space Physics from the Center for Space Science
and Applied Research (CSSAR), Chinese Academy of Science.
Obtained PhD in Physics from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), USA in 1998. Once a PostDoc, promoted to
become a Research Scientist in MIT in 2000.
Responsible for data analysis and modeling of the heliosphere in the NASA
interplanetary exploration program (VOYAGER). Currently the PI of a One-hundred
talent program, and director of the Laboratory for Space Weather, Chinese Academy
of Sciences. Research involves the data analysis and numerical simulation of the
solar wind structure and the propagation of the interplanetary disturbances, the
interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere.
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Ji Wu
National Space Science Center (NSSC, CAS), China
Prof. Wu is the former Director General of NSSC, CAS, and the vice
president of Committee for Space Research (COSPAR), fellow of
the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society, and full member
of International Astronautics Academy. He is acting as the program
leader of Strategic Priority Program on Space Science of CAS. Also,
he was the leader of several important international cooperation
space science programs, such as Double Star Program, a joint
mission with ESA, and Yinghuo-1, a joint mission with Russia.
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Lecture title:
Space Weather: History and Current Status
Abstract:
The solar-terrestrial space is of
the considerable significance
for human activities. Since the
first artificial-satellite Sputnik 1
launched in 1957, more knowledge
about the dynamic conditions of
the space environment has been
acquired. As evidenced in both
ancient legend and the historical
records, human activities and
technologies have suffered from
the extreme space weather. With
a growing dependence on modern
technology — both in space and
on the ground, the vulnerability

of the modern society and its
infrastructure to space weather
has increased dramatically. To
better understand, forecast, and
reduce the adverse effects of space
weather, a series of space weather
programs and strategies have
been proposed or implemented
by the worldwide scientists and
institutions. In the future, more and
more innovative and international
collaboration programs will be
implemented and improve the
space weather service
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Student Groups Tutors
Sun/Heliosphere Group Tutors
Huidong Hu
National Space Science Center (NSSC, CAS), China
Huidong Hu received his PhD in space physics in 2017 and is
an assistant researcher at NSSC, CAS. He is one of the project
scientists of a proposed solar-terrestrial mission of China. His
research interests are coronal mass ejections and their associated
physical processes on the Sun and in interplanetary space. He also
has research experience in radio astronomy. He uses remoting
sensing observations and in situ measurements from space-based
spacecraft (STEREO, SOHO, SDO, WIND, etc.). He has published twenty refereed
papers in his research fields.

Gang Li
University of Alabama in Huntsville, USA
Dr. Gang Li is a Principle Research Scientist at CSPAR and Assistant
Professor of Physics in the Physics Department of University of
Alabama in Huntsville. Before joining CSPAR, Dr. Gang Li was an
Assistant Research Physicist at Space Sciences Lab, University of
California at Berkeley.
Since joining CSPAR, Dr. Li has won several NASA and NSF awards
and grants. He received the National Science Foudation (NSF)
Early Career award in 2009 and is the recipient of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Physics (IUPAP) Young Scientist Award in 2009. In 2010, he received the
ORAU Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement Award and the Chinese oversea
Young Scientist Award.
Starting from December 2010, Dr. Li serves in the NASA 2011 TR&T Science
Committee.
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Rui Liu
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China
Dr. Rui Liu received his PhD from Rice University in January 2009.
He did his postdoctoral research at the Center for Solar-Terrestrial
Research of New Jersey Institute of Technology from September
2008 to June 2011, and was promoted to Research Professor in
July 2011. He joined the University of Science and Technology of
China at the end of 2011 as a full professor. His research is focused
on the dynamic processes in the solar atmosphere that lead up to
explosive release of free magnetic energy accumulated in the solar corona, known
as solar storms, which have significant impact on the near Earth environment.
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Rui Wang
National Space Science Center (NSSC, CAS), China
I am an assistant researcher of the State Key Laboratory of Space
Weather, NSSC/CAS. I received my PhD in astrophysics from
National Astronomical Observatory of China (NAOC), CAS in 2013.
I finished my post-doc at NSSC in 2016. I studied as a visiting
scholar at Stanford University in 2017. My main scientific interests
are evolution of solar magnetic fields, solar flares, and coronal
mass ejections (CMEs). In my studies, I mainly use the magnetic
field data from SDO/HMI and also the EUV image data from SDO/AIA and STEREO. I
published around 15 SCI papers.

Yuhao Zhou (assistant)
Nanjing University, China

Mr. Yu-hao Zhou is a Ph.D. student in Nanjing University supervised
by Prof. Peng-fei Chen. He has been a visiting student to K. U.
Leuven working with Prof. Rony Keppens. His research interests
include solar filaments and MHD numerical simulations.
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Abstract
MPI-AMRVAC is a powerful code that can solve MHD equations. A number of physics
modules related to solar physics are included. The lecture will start from the
installation of the code. Then, details of the code, including the Loop Annotation
Syntax (LASY) used in the code, how to set initial conditions and boundary
conditions, how to add source terms and how to use some other advanced
features, will be shown in the lecture. Finally, we will have some exercises. To run
MPI-AMRVAC, a Linux system is required.

Ivan Zimovets
Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IKI), Russia;
International Space Science Institute - Beijing, NSSC, CAS, China
Ivan Zimovets is a post-doc at NSSC/CAS and ISSI-BJ (Beijing), and
a senior researcher at IKI RAS (Moscow). He is a deputy scientific
leader of the Interhelioprobe Russian space project. He received
his PhD on solar physics from IKI RAS in 2010. His main scientific
interests are solar flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar
energetic particles. In his studies, he uses observational data from
both space (RHESSI, SDO, SOHO, TRACE) and ground-based (NRH,
NoRH, NoRP, RSTN) instruments. He published around fifty refereed articles and
one monography on the related topics.

Impact and Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere Coupling Group Tutors
Yaqi Jin
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, Norway
Dr. Yaqi Jin works at the University of Oslo as a post-doc. He
received his PhD from the University of Oslo with the thesis
“Characterisation of GPS scintillations in the polar ionosphere” in
2016. He has rich experience in the multi-instrument studies of
the polar ionosphere and auroral dynamics. Recently he works
on IPIR - Ionospheric Plasma Irregularities characterised by
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the Swarm satellites funded by the European Space Agency via Swarm DISC. His
research interests include polar cap patches, auroral dynamics, and the associated
plasma density irregularities which can cause practical space weather issues.

Jianjun Liu
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Polar Research Institute of China, China
Jianjun Liu is a research assistant at Polar Atmospheric and Space
Physics Division at Polar Research Institute of China. He has ever
been to Chinese Arctic Yellow River station at Svalbard three
times for wintering ionospheric and aurora observations and
Chinese Antarctic Zhongshan station over one year for operating
space physics instruments. Thus, he has practical knowledge on
the auroral dynamic features by naked eyes. His main research
interests focus on the polar ionosphere response to the sudden solar wind
disturbance interacting with the Earth space. By using auroral and high frequency
radar observations, he did some works on revealing localized magnetosphereionosphere coupling signatures by solar wind pressure pulse sudden impact

Qinghe Zhang
Institute of Space Sciences, Shandong University, China
Dr. Qinghe Zhang works at Shandong University as a professor
and Leads a group of magnetosphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling.
He continuously works on the M-I coupling processes after he got
his Ph.D. degree in 2008 at Polar Research Institute of China and
finished a postdoc in 2010 at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL)
in UK. He has very rich experience on studying the M-I coupling
processes by coordinating the space-based (MMS/Cluster/Double
Star/THEMIS/SWARM/DMSP) measurements and ground-based observations
(including the observations from SuperDARN, Incoherent scatter radars, GNSS
recevers, all sky cameras, and so on). He now mainly works on the formation
mechanisms and evolution features of polar ionospheric irregularities (polar cap
pathes, polar cap arcs, storm enhanced density, tongue of ionization, etc.) and
their impacts on magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and space weather.
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EISCAT Working Group Tutors
Zonghua Ding
China Research Institute of Radiowave Propagation, CRIRP

Senior engineer, leader of the Space environment sounding group,
PI of Qujing incoherent scatter radar, China Research Institute
of Radio-wave Propagation (CRIRP). Chinese representative at
EISCAT council.
Lecture title:
Chinese EISCAT Activities
Abstract:
CRIRP joined EISCAT formally in
2006. From then on, CRIRP has
been carrying out the ionospheric
heating, polar mesosphere summer
echo and space debris experiments
using the EISCAT incoherent scatter
radar (ISR) each year. Under the
funding of Chinese meridian
project, CRIRP constructed the first
ISR of China at Qujing city in 2012
and have obtained large number

of data. Using both radars, some
important results are obtained and
tens of publications are completed.
In this lecture, we will introduce
the method of experiment
mode design, data processing
and analysis using the EISCAT
and Qujing ISR by giving some
experiment case. Also the scientific
explanations are presented for
these cases

Carl-Fredrik Enell
EISCAT Scientific Association, Kiruna, Sweden
I am a physicist, at present working for EISCAT Scientic Association
as a developer of scientic data services for present EISCAT users
and users of the future EISCAT 3D system. My main research
interest is in the coupling between the lower ionosphere and
the neutral atmosphere, especially the eects of energetic
particles precipitating into the atmosphere. I have experience in
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observations with incoherent scatter radars and optical instruments, as well as
applications of a coupled ion-neutral atmospheric chemistry model.
My principal task in the EISCAT school will be to supervise practical exercises during
the group work. I will also give short lectures on some aspects of the background
needed to understand EISCAT data.
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1st Lecture title:
Overview of EISCAT radars
Abstract:
This lecture introduces the basic
facts about the EISCAT radars. This
includes a short introduction to

the antennas, transmitters, radar
controllers and receivers.

2nd Lecture title:
EISCAT operation and software
Abstract:
In the second part of the
introductory lecture we look at
how to run the EISCAT radars. The

issues covered are how to apply for
experiments and how to run the
radars.

3rd Lecture title:
EISCAT data analysis
Abstract:
This is a practical session showing
the students how to analyse EISCAT
data with the standard Matlab
software package GUISDAP. In
order to understand the analysis
it is good to be familiar with
theoretical incoherent scatter

spectra and the relation between
spectra
and
autocorrelation
functions. During the sessions we
will also briefly cover calibration
issues and different configuration
options in GUISDAP.
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4th Lecture title:
Madrigal
Abstract:
Analysed EISCAT data files are
available through an online portal
called Madrigal. In the practicals

we will also show how to access
this data and select parameters to
extract or calculate and download.

Craig Heinselman
EISCAT Scientific Association, Kiruna, Sweden

Canada.

Dr. Heinselman obtained a B.S. degree from Harvey Mudd College
in 1979 and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from Stanford University
in 1996 and 1999, respectively. He has worked in the field of
incoherent scatter radar for three and a half decades and has
been the principal investigator of the Sondrestrom Facility in
Kangerlussuaq, Greenland and the Advanced Modular Incoherent
Scatter Radars (AMISRs) near Fairbanks, Alaska and Resolute Bay,

He is presently the Director of the EISCAT Scientific Association with facilities in
northern Norway, Sweden, Finland and on Svalbard. He has held this post since
2013. He has been a member of the IEEE since 1979 and the American Geophysical
Union since 1988. His research interests include high-latitude ionospheric physics,
ionosphere/neutral atmosphere physical and chemical interactions, incoherent
scatter radar techniques, and phased-array radar technologies.

Antti Kero
Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory, Sodankylä, Finland
Dr. Antti Kero is widely recognised researcher in the field of radio
methods for remote sensing of the D-region ionosphere. He is
highly experienced in the EISCAT radar and HF heating experiments
studying the D-region ion chemistry effects. As a PI of the KAIRA
radio telescope, he has also a strong background in the D-region
studies by the spectral riometry.
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Lecture title:
Introduction to HF heating experiments
Abstract:
Ionospheric plasma can be
modified by powerful radio waves
transmitted from the so-called
heating facilities. These techniques
enable active experiments in the

near space “plasma laboratory”.
In this talk, the basic principles of
active HF ionospheric heating are
introduced.
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Jia Jia
Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory, Sodankylä, Finland
I am interested to study the ozone distribution and interreaction with climate and human activities. I have experience
in stratospheric and tropospheric ozone observation and
interpretation. My current working area is the middle atmospheric
ozone response to energetic particle precipitation, e.g.,
Solar proton events and Aurora, and dynamics, e.g., Sudden
stratospheric warming. Mesosphere ozone is the key factor to link
space weather and lower atmosphere. The study is based on the in-situ MOSAIC
instrument (RF retrieval of mesospheric ozone), high-resolution Fourier Transform
Spectrometer, UV and UV-visible spectrophotometers, balloon-borne and UAV
borne instrumentation, lidar, together with WACCM-D and SIC model, and satellite
observations.
Abstract:
The lecture focuses on the
outstretch of the space weather,
we will talk about the impact of
the space weather on the Earth’s
atmosphere. Energetic particle

precipitation, e.g., Solar proton
events, could influence the
chemistry and dynamics of the
atmosphere with the key trace gas
ozone.
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Anders Tjulin
EISCAT Scientific Association, Kiruna, Sweden
Anders Tjulin works as staff scientist at the headquarters of EISCAT
Scientific Association in Kiruna, Sweden. He received his PhD
from Uppsala University in 2003 with his thesis “Waves in Space
Plasmas – Lower Hybrid Cavities and Simple-Pole Distribution
Functions”. He later worked as postdoctoral researcher at LPCE/
CNRS in Orléans, France, and Imperial College London, UK, before
starting his work at EISCAT in 2009. His research interests include
wave phenomena in space plasmas and wave mode identification methods
applying interferometric methods.
Lecture title:
Experiment Design and Radar Hardware
Abstract:
At the Space Weather School
Anders will present issues that are
specific for the use of the EISCAT
systems and the data that these
systems produce. This includes for

instance issues related to EISCAT
experiment analysis and the access
of data. He will also assist the
students during their group work.

Thomas Ulich
Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory, Sodankylä, Finland
Studied physics at University of Hannover, Germany, and Space
Physics at University of Oulu, Finland. MSc in Space Physics in 1996,
PhD in Space Physics in 2000, adjunct professor of Space Physics
in 2011 (all at the University of Oulu. Employed by the Sodankylä
Geophysical Observatory (SGO), which is an independent institute
of the University of Oulu, since 1995. Held various positions at the
observatory, currently Vice Director and Head of Observations.
Scientific interests focus on long-term changes of the solar-terrestrial environment,
which began with detailed studies of the solar activity cycle, long-term changes in
the ionosphere, as well as physics and chemistry of the middle atmosphere.
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Lecture title:
Unravelling long-term behaviour in historic geophysical data
Abstract:
In this lecture we study how to deal
with errors in data sets. While the
lecture focusses on time series,
the techniques presented here are
directly applicable to any discrete
data set. Data sets, esp historic
time series, often contain a number
of artefacts, which complicate their
analysis. These artefacts are most
commonly data gaps (incomplete
data sets), inter-calibration issues
due to instrument changes or

environment changes, and simple
mistakes in how the data is
recorded or digitised. Here we will
show how to deal with such issues
using models of measurements
and fitting of these models using
stochastic inversion including the
proper utilisation of error limits.
Furthermore, we will demonstrate
how artefacts created by the
data processing itself can cause
misleading results.
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Jian Wu
China Research Institute for Radiowave Propagation, CRIRP

Prof. Wu Jian, PhD. of UPMC, doctoral supervisor, director general
of CRIRP. He has been engaged in the theoretical and experimental
research in ionospheric physics, space weather monitoring
technology and radio wave propagation for more than 30 years.

Abstract:
The earthquake, extreme climate and space weather event is the serious natural
disasters happening frequently nowadays. To improve the coping ability, we need
to cooperate in the joint measurement, research, model and education et al to
improve this research and forecast ability for these disasters. The IMCP is one
international scientific cooperation plan aiming to this goal.
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Effects on Satellites and Ground-based Infrastructures Working Group
Tutors
Siqing Liu
National Space Science Center, CAS, China
Dr. Siqing Liu is an expert in space weather/space environment
forecasting at National Space Science Center (NSSC/CAS). As the
director of Space Environment Prediction Center (SEPC) in NSSC,
she has been leading the space environment safeguard of Chinese
manned space flight mission, lunar exploration mission, and
space science satellites for nearly 20 years. The primary focus of
her research has been solar eruptions and consequent terrestrial
instrument effects. This has included studies on eruption and transmission of
coronal mass ejection, geomagnetic storms, and their effects on technological
systems. Meanwhile, in order to improve the capability of space environment
forecast and support services, she also works on evaluating new models and
products and transitions them into operations. She is also an appointed professor
teaching space environment at University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (UCAS).

Bingxian Luo
National Space Science Center, CAS, China
Dr. Bingxian Luo, graduated from the Department of Earth and
Space Sciences, University of Science and Technology of China.
He obtained MS and PhD in Space Physics from the National
Space Science Center (NSSC, CAS). He works in NSSC since 2006
and worked in University of Colorado, Boulder in 2010 and
2013 as visiting scientist. His main research involves modeling
of CME propagation, solar wind high speed streams as well as
terrestrial disturbances including geomagnetic storm and relativistic electron flux
enhancement. Several forecast models have been developed by him and were put
into operations for space environment services at Space Environment Prediction
Center (SEPC) in NSSC. He also acts as appointed professor at University of Chinese
Academy of Sciences (UCAS).
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Xuejie Meng (assistant)
National Space Science Center, CAS, China
Xuejie Meng is a research assistant at NSSC/CAS. She received
the M.S. degree on space physics from the Beihang University
(Beijing, China) in 2014. She participated in space-environment
support of multiple space programs, such as Tiangong, SMILE,
a series of pioneer missions and so on. Her current research
interests include space environment forecast, plasma effects and
spacecraft charging. She also acts as operational forecaster in
Space Environment Prediction Center in NSSC.
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Tianjiao Yuan (assistant)
National Space Science Center, CAS, China
Tianjiao Yuan is a research assistant at NSSC/CAS and a forecaster
at SEPC. She received the M.S. degree on space physics from the
University of Chinese Academy of Sciences (Beijing, China) in
2017. Her researches mainly focus on ionospheric related analysis
and development of forecast model, such as regional ionosphere
forecast model using machine learning algorithms like recurrent
neural network and data analysis from CODE and GNSS receivers.
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NOTES
NOTES
School website:
http://www.apsco.int/2nd_space_science_school
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